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Leaders are Defined by What Others Accomplish

I want everyone (faculty, staff, students, alumni, and friends) to know what a tremendous honor it has been to serve as president of Lincoln College the past three years. I will forever treasure the relationships with the Lincoln College family and the rewarding, yet challenging times we’ve faced together. Lincoln College will always hold a special place in my heart, and Barb and I will continue to support it in every way possible. As I prepare to retire, I am amazed at all our people have accomplished with very limited resources in this short window of time. I’ve always believed that leaders are defined by what others accomplish during their watch. A real leader creates an environment where ordinary people are encouraged and empowered to do extraordinary things.

With the unwavering support of the Board of Trustees, I believe we have created such an environment at Lincoln College during some very trying times in higher education, especially for small private colleges.

Possibly the most critical accomplishment was receiving another ten year accreditation from the Higher Learning Commission. Under the tremendous leadership of Dr. Gigi Fansler, our people endured a two- plus year project of an in-depth self-study to prepare for the Peer Review conducted by the HLC. Co-chairs Sue Merrick and Paula Knopp, along with more than half of our employees on both campuses, spent hundreds of hours in addition to doing their full time jobs in preparation for this important milestone. It was a true team effort leading to a very positive and rewarding result!

In addition to the excellent job of teaching by our dedicated faculty, there have been many successful events and initiatives during the last three years – almost too many to list. At the risk of leaving out many, I want to identify and congratulate the leaders and their staffs for some of the significant ones.

**Creation of the Men’s Volleyball Team**
Coach Mark Tippett, AD Dave Klemm, VP Rick Samuels, VP Greg Eimer

**Relocation and Enhancement of the Student Success Center**
Dr. Gigi Fansler, Tami Goodrich, Ronda Piatt, the Maintenance & IT Staff

**Civility Initiative**
Dr. Tina Nutt, Dean Bridgett Thomas, Faculty and Staff

**Preparation for and Execution of the 150th Celebration and Comprehensive Campaign**
VP Debbie Ackerman, Tracy Bergin, Tom & Brittney McLaughlin, the Advancement Staff

**Expansion of the Accelerated Bridge to Education (ABE) program to multiple locations**
Dean Jeff Kratz and the entire ABE staff

**Macon County Farm Sale to provide financial flexibility**
VP Greg Eimer, Trustees Bob Neal & Quentin Sparks

**Conversion of the Ceramic Building to the TV studio**
Prof. John Malone, Ronda Piatt, Maintenance Staff

**State and National Recognition for Assessment of Student Outcomes**
Dr. Gigi Fansler, Dean Jeff Kratz, Prof. Karin Wright, Prof. John Hill

**Completion and Grand Opening of the Lincoln Heritage Museum**
Director Ron Keller, Asst. Dir. Anne Moseley, Friends of the Lincoln Heritage Museum

**Completion and Grand Opening of the Creekside Environmental Center**
Dr. Dennis Campbell, Dr. Pam Moriearty, Dr. Campbell’s family, volunteers

**University of Illinois College of Aces Transfer Agreement**
Dr. Gigi Fansler, Dr. Tina Nutt, Michelle Bauer, Admissions Staff

**Reinstatement of Homecoming Week for our students**
VP Debbie Ackerman, Jeff Nelson, Dean Bridgett Thomas, the entire Advancement Team

**Creation of the Lincoln College Athletic Hall of Fame**
Provost Emeritus Tom Zurkammer, VP Rick Samuels, VP Debbie Ackerman, AD Dave Klemm

**Creation and Implementation of the Summer Bridge Program to improve student retention**
Dr. Gigi Fansler, Dr. Tina Nutt, Shannon Kline, Tami Goodrich, Dean Bridgett Thomas, Jeff Nelson, Dining Hall, Maintenance, Ronda Piatt, The Woods Foundation

**Creation of the Friends of the Lincoln Heritage Museum**
Dir. Ron Keller, VP Debbie Ackerman, Trustee Dan Weinberg, Community Leaders Chuck Fricke, Rick Hamm, and Caroline Higgins

There are many unsung heroes who have taken on additional work to make these initiatives possible and successful. They include the leadership and staffs of the Maintenance Departments, Student Services, Registrar, Business Office, Dining Hall, Financial Aid, Admissions, our Administrative Assistants, and numerous cross functional committees.

A special thank you to my Administrative Assistant Amy Gallagher and the Vice Presidents who make up the Cabinet. These people are all true professionals and will be critical to the success of the next President and the future of the College.

There is one other important group that provides the financial resources to allow our people to be innovative and creative in serving our students. That group is comprised of our generous donors. We are thrilled to honor them in this edition of the Log. Big or small every gift makes a difference.

John Blackburn, President
The Lynx Lair was packed for the second Athletic Hall of Fame induction ceremony on Nov. 7, 2014. Many former teammates, players and colleagues, as well as family and friends, attended to honor the inductees. Congratulations, again, to Mike Lumpp ’62, Dennis Werth ’73, Lynn Thompson ’81, and coaches Allen Pickering and Cynthia Slayton Jackson.

Go LYNX!

Save the Date
Hall of Fame Banquet
November 6th, 2015
On February 6, 1865, the Illinois General Assembly approved the Charter for Lincoln University.

On February 6, 2015, Lincoln College kicked off our Sesquicentennial year with a special ceremony. President John Blackburn, several members of the Board of Trustees, members of the local Chamber of Commerce, and many faculty, staff, and students gathered in front of University Hall to hear Lincoln Mayor Keith Snyder read a Resolution on behalf of the city of Lincoln. The resolution declared Feb. 6 “Lincoln College Sesquicentennial Day” and the rest of 2015 as “Lincoln College Sesquicentennial Celebration Year.”

On February 8, 2015, the celebration continued with the Charter Day Convocation. State Representative Rich Brauer presented President Blackburn with a congratulatory resolution from the General Assembly of the State of Illinois.

Dr. Wayne C. Temple, Chief Deputy Director of the Illinois State Archives and successor to James G. Randall as the “Dean of Lincoln Scholars” was the guest of honor. The Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree was conferred on Dr. Temple by President Blackburn, Robert Neal, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and Dr. Gigi Fansler, Vice President for Academic Affairs. Dr. Temple then shared stories of Abraham Lincoln, his relationships with John Milton Hay and George Nicolay, and their connections with central Illinois. Temple has been researching the Hay family for his new book. After Dr. Temple’s presentation, Lincoln Heritage Museum Director Ron Keller moderated a question and answer session.

In addition to the resolutions by the City and the Illinois General Assembly, Senator Dick Durbin and Congressman Aaron Schock both recognized Lincoln College’s 150th anniversary by reading statements into the Congressional Record for the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives.

The celebration concluded with a reception and book signing in the Vance Family Dance Studio.
150TH ANNIVERSARY OF LINCOLN COLLEGE

Mr. DURBIN. Mr. President, I rise to honor the 150th anniversary for Lincoln College in Lincoln, IL. One hundred and fifty years ago tomorrow, the Illinois General Assembly granted a charter establishing the new college, originally known as Lincoln University. Just 6 days later, on President Abraham Lincoln's 56th birthday, ground was broken for University Hall, a building still in use today. Lincoln University was the first institution to be named for Abraham Lincoln and the only during his lifetime. The first commencement in 1868 included a total of three students—two men and one woman. Lincoln College has come a long way.

This year, Lincoln College enrolled about 650 students, and 90 percent of those who graduate will continue their education at a 4-year university. Lincoln College now has campuses in Lincoln and Normal, IL, with a tradition of personal education. By providing a low faculty to student ratio, Lincoln College offers individualized attention that makes the difference between failure and success for many students. The school provides a springboard for students who go on to continue their education and helps students find good paying jobs.

Lincoln College offers more than just great student services and academic programs that are second to none. Lincoln College fields a number of varsity sports teams that have won national championships, hosts a speaker series, and maintains Civil War era artifacts at the Lincoln Heritage Museum.

I thank President John Blackburn for his leadership at Lincoln College and congratulate the institution on 150 years of providing Illinois students with a quality affordable education.

(At the request of Mr. REID, the following statement was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.)
As Lincoln College celebrates its Sesquicentennial, who better to share thoughts on the Lincoln College legacy than a person whose personal and professional relationship with the institution has lasted over six decades? That person could only be Professor Emeritus Paul Beaver ’56.

Beaver grew up in Logan County and attended Lincoln College, graduating with his Associate in Arts degree in May 1956. As a Lynx, he played on Coach Bud Seigmund’s baseball team, and in his classes he cultivated a keen interest in Abraham Lincoln and Logan County history.

He went on to Illinois State University, graduating with a Bachelor of Science degree in 1959. He went to work teaching at Elkhart Elementary School, and completed his Master’s degree at ISU in 1964.

In 1966, Lincoln College President Raymond Dooley recruited Beaver to return to LC to teach history and to serve as the College’s very first Student Activities Director. Beaver also took over as curator of the Lincoln Collection from historian James Hickey, and was witness to the January 1969 Administration Building fire that nearly destroyed the priceless collection that Judge Lawrence B. Stringer (class of 1887) had bequeathed the College just 25 short years before.

Beaver served as curator of the Lincoln Museum for several years. He taught full time until 1999, then continued teaching part-time until he retired in 2002.


Beaver is a member of the Chicago Civil War Round Table and the Abraham Lincoln Association.

He was named the Lincoln Courier Man of the Month in October 1978 and the Courier Citizen of the Year for 2008. He was recognized with a Lincoln College Alumni Achievement Award in 2000 and received the LaVeta Zurkammer Alumni Award in 2013. He continues to serve on the Lincoln/Logan Alumni Committee and gives lectures and presentations on Logan County and Lincoln history.

Professor Beaver would enjoy hearing from his Lincoln College classmates and former students and colleagues. He can be reached by e-mailing paulbeaver@frontier.com.
The building I entered on my very first day at Lincoln College no longer exists. It was consumed by a terrible fire on a wintery night in January of 1969. We called it AB which is short for Administration Building. It stood where the Johnston Center building now resides.

Other than historic University Hall where most all of our classes were held in that September over a half century ago, the Administration Building was the nerve center of the College. I remember going up the stairs to the main floor or office area that first morning and seeing my best friend from high school, Duane Follis. He was doing the same thing I was doing — looking for our classroom. He and I and a little more than 200 others were the total college student body at that time.

That first floor held the offices of President Raymond Dooley (left as you came upstairs) and his wife’s (Florence Dooley) student recruitment office. Next was an office for our school psychologist, Dr. Madrigale McKeever, a general business office, and a registrar’s office, all on the south side. Mr. C. A. Balof, our esteemed business manager had a large office on the north side. There were also two classrooms on that side. One of those was the domain of history professor, Onalee Balof. She was the professor with a first class reputation. As Dr. Tom Zurkammer said of her, “If you dropped your pencil, you lost three centuries before you picked it up.”

How does Lincoln College influence you as a student? Mrs. Balof is the major reason I chose it. Mrs. Balof is the major reason I chose it. How does Lincoln College influence you as a student? Mrs. Balof is the major reason I chose it.

Another influence was Leola Dowling, a new art teacher my freshman year. Thanks to her, I developed an interest in paintings for the first time.

The top floor of “AB” held the theater and a small chapel. The library was in the basement under the care of librarian, Phylis Pooley. Soon thereafter, she married William Stigall, an excellent professor of literature.

In the far corner of that basement stood a vault which housed the college’s priceless collection of Abraham Lincoln material. We were told that Trustee David Hart had seen to the construction of a tile ceiling over the vault to protect it in case of fire. It was not until the morning after the fire when I looked at the burned remains of AB that I realized the tile roof story was true. There among the sea of glowing coals was the Lincoln vault still standing.

Back to when I was first a student, Lincoln College had few other buildings. The next large building was the “old” Gym of 1920’s vintage. It was not updated until later. I really did see Don Travis fly out the front double doors and land on the hood of a car during a basketball game we were playing.

When I was a student at Lincoln College, there were no girls’ sports. We had baseball and basketball for boys. We also had a small tennis team. None of these sports featured “recruited” players. Most players were “local” or whoever came out for the teams from the student body. Things were starting to change with the recruitment of James Lloyd, a basketball guard from Elizabeth, Illinois. He was in my freshman class. John Spafford was the first “high profile” recruit two years later. The early basketball recruiting was done by then coach C.T. “Bud” Siegmund. Some scholarship help may have gone to George Sproule from Winnetka, Mike Kelley from Matono, Don Vinnage, Rosssmayne, Ohio, or Larry Jones from Indianapolis. I do know that Bill Zimmer of Hartem was recruited by Coach Siegmund as, I believe, was Carl Hobbs from the same high school. With the arrival of Coach Norm Kaye in the late 1950’s, the basketball program accelerated to the top flight program Lincoln College has today.

Most of the boys were housed in old World War II barracks located behind the gym. Girls were mostly commuters or had residence in a huge three story house called Harts Hall on the corner of Tremont and Ottawa streets. This is not to be confused with Harts Science Hall of today.

Some of my Lynx baseball teammates were housed in the “Green” house on the corner of Ottawa Street and Lincoln Avenue. It would seem tame by today’s standards, but Dale Adams, Don Vinnage and tennis player Jerry Fox found it a lively home away from home. President Dooley’s home still stands on the corner of Ottawa and Keokuk streets. Mrs. Dooley used to serve spaghetti suppers to all incoming freshmen at least once during their first year. The original dining hall has since burned, but my friends who ate there said the food was always good, just like today.

During those years as a student, I remember that the teachers (professors) really cared about the students.

They talked to you, they worked with you, they wanted you to succeed, and were happy when you did. When President Dooley brought me back to Lincoln College to teach in 1966, I was happy to see that even with all the new buildings and a much larger student body, these faculty virtues had not changed. Lincoln College’s teaching philosophy was the same as I remembered it.
Dr. Raymond Dooley in many, many ways saved Lincoln College and was the president who built the modern campus. The college had barely survived the depression and the small student body brought on by World War II. Dr. and Mrs. Dooley were a team. Mrs. Dooley (Florence) went to the suburban high schools and recruited students. My friend, Jerry Fox, tells of seeing a rather lonely Mrs. Dooley at a small table during a "college night" at his high school. The next thing he knew, Mrs. Dooley convinced him to enroll in our, unknown to him, Lincoln College. He said he never regretted it. Dr. Dooley developed relationships in the Chicago area which led to buildings like Olin-Sang Hall in 1957 and then more dorms, a refurbished gym, a science and office building (Harts), Johnston Center for the Performing Arts, and there was no real stopping as a trip around the campus will show. These relationships often later found Chicago men and women on the Board of Trustees, honors given out at graduation, and groups of friends and supporters who were essential to the growth of Lincoln College.

Starting my college teaching career in the 1960’s was really an adventure. I taught U. S. History, World History, and my favorite, Lincoln in the Civil War. I taught "past" history while the present was in great turmoil. Lincoln College had its own Vietnam War protests. These were hard for Brayton Danner, our science professor and a decorated World War II veteran, to understand.

Streaking occurred between Keokuk Street and the "old" gym. A large crowd was always in attendance. A small house used by students along the way was painted a multitude of colors. We referred to it as the Psychedelic House. These same "kids" as we called them, were great in class.

These young men and women were both bright and interesting, and today they are successful business people, teachers, lawyers and lifesaving physicians in the United States and around the world.
In the 70s and 80s, Lincoln College became better known around the country. In 1970, I was happy to be involved as curator in the creation and opening of the new Abraham Lincoln Museum in the new McKinstry Library. Helen McKinstry’s gift of a large, beautiful Library (building) was one of the most important upgrades to Lincoln College during this period.

Sports also exploded on the state and national scenes during this period. Coach Al Pickering’s basketball team finished second in the nation at a time when all Junior Colleges in the country played in one single tournament. Many remember the tumultuous homecoming for the team. Chuck Lindstrom’s baseball team was powerful. One of those players, Dennis Werth, later played with the Yankees. Rex Branum, and later Dave Klemm, had national wrestling champions. Swimming and diving caught national attention, and the women’s programs headed by Cindy Slayton-Jackson and Donna Bonebrake came into their own.

Mike Hartnett was director of student activities during many of my years at Lincoln College. Mike and his wife Barb served as dorm directors in one of the women’s dorms. Their tales of student’s sometimes strange behavior are now a part of legend.

What I remember most about the period of the 60s and beyond was the feeling of energy and desire to succeed on the part of the students. They always seemed happy and engaged with life. Students were involved with many of the great issues of the day — especially the war in Vietnam.

This year marks the 150th year that Lincoln College and the first city to be named for Abraham Lincoln have lived mostly in harmony with each other. The community has always realized that students are great for the local economy, and the community has enjoyed many basketball games [men’s and women’s] and other sporting events, as well as plays, musicals, and many lectures and cultural events. Many alumni like myself, both in the area and at a distance, all enjoy these events.

We alumni still have a strong bridge between ourselves and the school that gave us that important start and continues to give meaning to the statement,

“If it hadn’t been for Lincoln College.”

In my opinion, what Lincoln College did in my day as a student through this present day was to have a “first class” faculty and staff. This, after all, is the core to success. For years after they have graduated, students return for reunions and homecomings and want to “reconnect” with a certain teacher or someone on the staff who was particularly “close” to and helpful to them while they were so young at Lincoln College.

Having been a historian for most of my life, it was always a point of pride to hear how other historians around our country regarded Lincoln College and its place in both educational and Abraham Lincoln history. The new museum has added immensely to the latter.

Looking back on a teaching career that spanned over three decades at Lincoln College, my memory of teaching was that every day was a new adventure. There was never a day that I did not look forward to getting to school to begin teaching a class — even Egyptian history at 8:00 a.m.

One last thought. This old Administration Building will always be a very special place for me. Thanks to my sister, Judith Beaver Coogan ’58, I met my wife to be, Sue Moore, on the theater stairs in that great old building when Sue was a student at Lincoln College. Later our daughters, Ann and Amy and Amy’s husband, John O’Donnell, were Lincoln students and graduates. Again, it’s the same refrain, “If it hadn’t been for Lincoln College...”
If you think of charitable giving as a sacrifice, spend some time with longtime Lincoln College Trustee and major donor Bernard “Bernie” Behrends ’48 and you’ll quickly learn that’s not how he sees it.

Behrends has spent a lifetime giving back to his community, including Lincoln College. Yet, he’s quick to say that he’s never felt personally deprived of anything as a result. In fact, just the opposite.

Proud of his Christian faith, he says he’s a “grateful giver,” who believes in sharing the blessings and fruit of his own labors with his community.

“Giving never hurts anybody,” he says.

Born in Lincoln in 1921, Behrends personifies the story of “humble beginnings”—his father died when he was six, and his grandfather moved into the household with his mother in order to help make ends meet. He recalls times as a child during the Great Depression when there was no money or food in the house. He credits his mother with instilling in him the deep faith that he still carries to this day.

He joined the Navy in 1942, serving in 13 major engagements in the South Pacific on the aircraft carrier USS Belleau Wood. After the war he returned to his hometown. He used the GI Bill to attend Lincoln College. After graduation he went on to earn an engineering degree at Bradley University in Peoria, Ill.

Behrends spent 32 years working as a civil engineer for the Illinois Department of Transportation. He also served 40 years as Director, including years as President and CEO, of the Hartsburg State Bank.

His charitable service dates back to at least 1944 when he was in San Francisco waiting for his ship to be repaired. Behrends learned of a blood drive to aid in the Pacific Theater. He volunteered and gave his first pint of blood—a donation that would be repeated dozens of times over the next 40 years.

In 1998 Behrends and his late sister Anna established The Anna K. and Bernard E. Behrends Endowed Scholarship Fund. The Logan County Voiture #985 of the Forty & Eight established an endowed scholarship at Lincoln College in 2002.

Anna Behrends was a 1936 graduate of Lincoln College and taught in area schools for 42 years. She was actively involved in Immanuel Lutheran Church for more than 65 years, teaching Sunday school class for 40 years.

To further demonstrate his passion for education and the mission of Lincoln College, Behrends recently informed the administration that he has made provisions in his will to provide a $1 million gift.

Helping local students is a priority of Behrends, who admits to a preference of scholarships over capital construction such as buildings. In his view, it’s the education that goes on inside that takes priority—“buildings are just bricks and mortar. But with a good teacher you can learn a lot.”

He also believes in targeting his efforts toward Lincoln and Logan County students.

Supporting Lincoln College means the dollars stay in his home community and benefit the local economy.

Encouraging local students to attend school in Lincoln means they are more likely to remain in the community after graduation, building a new generation that will invest in the area.

While his own hard work and determination have given Behrends the means to make sizable contributions to Lincoln College and the larger Logan County community, his life story also illustrates how anyone can build charitable giving into their life, regardless of personal means.

From that first blood donation while serving in the Navy to his involvement in veterans groups immediately after World War II, Behrends sought to live up to the lessons he learned from his mother and church.
Many times, he says, contributions take the form of time, rather than money. At other times, he has enlisted friends and colleagues and encouraged them to join in making contributions. By reaching out to others and engaging them in projects and fund raising, he points out that one individual can multiply his or her impact without costing themselves anything.

He’s also quick to acknowledge that smart giving can assure that one does not need to deny or shortchange family members in the process.

By using financial planning tools available to anyone, Behrends points out that he will provide Lincoln College with a million dollar gift while still assuring that his wife Anastasia will have a secure source of income all her life, thanks to a Single Life Charitable Annuity Trust.

Through the endowed scholarship and his many other contributions of time and resources to Lincoln College—as well as his support to numerous other local organizations—Bernie Behrends serves as a model for those wishing to give back to their communities, God, and country.

Individuals who support the mission of Lincoln College with a bequest or other planned gift (by naming us as a beneficiary of your retirement plan, life insurance or insurance annuity assets) are recognized as members of the Harts Society, named for Lincoln College benefactor and former trustee David H. Harts (1878-1962). If you have remembered Lincoln College in your estate plan, please notify the Advancement Office so that your wishes are properly documented to ensure they are appropriately fulfilled. For more information about making a planned gift to Lincoln College, contact the Vice President of Institutional Advancement Debbie Ackerman at 877-522-5867 or by e-mail at dackerman@lincolncollege.edu.

Congratulations!

Samantha (Miller) Riesen ’04 and David Riesen ’03 & ’06 announced the arrival of Christopher David Riesen in August 2013.

Samantha writes, “We couldn’t be happier! Thank you, Lincoln, for bringing the two of us into each other’s lives!”

St. Louis Cardinals vs. Chicago Cubs

Saturday, June 27, 2015 at 6:15 PM
Busch Stadium • All Inclusive • Larger Suites!

Cost $165 Includes game ticket, air-conditioned Party Suites 213-214, door prizes, unlimited Budweiser, O’Doul’s and Coca-Cola products, and a two-hour unlimited buffet with Hunter Hot Dogs, Mesquite BBQ beef brisket, brats, BBQ chicken, Buffalo mac & cheese, nachos, mixed green salad, cookies and brownies.

2:00 p.m. Motorcoach departs Lincoln College (Round trip motorcoach transportation will be available if minimum guest count is met. Cost will be an additional $35 per person.)

2:30 p.m. Pickup in Springfield (Cracker Barrel parking lot off Toronto Road)

4:15 p.m. Ballpark gates open
Enter Gate 2 and take escalator to the 2nd floor
Buffet, Beer & Soda service begins

6:15 p.m. Game Starts (Game time is subject to change.)

Order tickets with credit card by calling the Alumni Office toll-free at 877-522-5867.

Get your tickets early – quantity is limited. All sales are final. Tickets are non-refundable.

Please be aware that while your ticket indicates a specific row and seat, our party room seating is not assigned and will be available on a first come-first served basis with seats both inside and outside.
Did you and your classmates ever sneak into the attic of University Hall and write your name in the stairwell or on the walls of the cupola? Have you ever wondered if your name is still there? Or wondered who else’s names are written there? This year you can find out!

With 150 years behind us, we’ve planned a historic schedule of events for Alumni Reunion 2015, including a special presentation on University Hall and an opportunity for alumni and friends to climb the stairs to the very top of the building that started it all.

Other weekend highlights are outlined here, but there may be a few surprises still to come. Call, text, or Facebook your classmates and plan to join us in celebrating the Lincoln College Sesquicentennial at Alumni Reunion 2015!

(Schedule subject to change. Check the website for updates: http://alumni.lincolncollege.edu/lc-event/alumni-reunion-weekend/)

Friday, April 24

Scott Joslin Fitness Center
Lincoln Center, 2nd floor
Open 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Complimentary access for all alumni on Alumni Weekend.

Self-guided campus walking tours
Get reacquainted with campus at your own pace. Pamphlets with the campus map and information about campus buildings and points of interest will be available at the Alumni Office and at various events on Friday evening and Saturday morning.

LYNX Bookstore
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Stop in and stock up on Lynx Gear! 10% discount for all alumni on Alumni Weekend.

Lincoln Heritage Museum
Lincoln Center atrium entrance
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Regular hours and tours from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission $5
The timed audio/video tour of the second floor gallery takes approximately 75 minutes; the final timed tour of the day will begin by 2:45 p.m. To fully experience the first and second floor exhibits, please allow 90 minutes to 2 hours for your Museum visit.

Extended hours for alumni: 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 1st floor exhibits only, free admission.

View two special exhibits, “Lincoln College, Embracing our Past, Empowering our Future” which celebrates the 150th anniversary of the founding of Lincoln College, and “Now He Belongs to the Ages” which commemorates the 150th anniversary of the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln.

Wine & Brew Reception
Lincoln Center, Jack D. Nutt Arena
5 p.m. to 7 p.m., Admission: $10 (includes hors d’oeuvres and 3 complimentary tasting tickets; additional tastes, glasses or bottles may be purchased from the winery and brewery)
Relax and catch up with friends and classmates at the Wine & Brew Reception featuring Kickapoo Creek Winery (Edwards, Ill.) and Rolling Meadows Brewery (Cantrall, Ill.). Live music will be provided by LC’s Gypsy Jazz Guitar Trio.

Lincoln College Jazz Concert
Johnston Center for Performing Arts Main Stage
7:30 p.m to 9 p.m.
The concert will feature the full Jazz Ensemble as well as several combos and vocalists. Free admission for alumni. The Lincoln College Jazz Studies program has gained a reputation for technical and creative excellence. Their fall concert was sold out, so we will be holding a block of seats for alumni who want to attend the concert following the Wine & Brew Reception.

Wondering what to do after the Wine & Brew Reception or the Jazz Concert? Lincoln has several great restaurants where you and your classmates can gather for dinner Friday evening. Visit http://www.destinationlogancountyiil.com/things-to-do/dining/ for a complete list of Lincoln and Logan County dining options.
Saturday, April 25

Self-guided campus walking tours
Get reacquainted with campus at your own pace. Pamphlets with the campus map and information about campus buildings and points of interest will be available at the Alumni Office and at various events on Friday evening and Saturday morning.

Open House at President’s Residence
204 Lincoln Avenue
8:30 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Join us for coffee and light refreshments, meet President Blackburn, and see this beautiful College residence located a few blocks from campus.

Tour of Creekside Outdoor Center for Environmental Education*
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Meet in front of the Davidson-Sheffer Gymnasium at 9:30 a.m. for a short bus ride to Creekside. Creekside is an innovative 4-acre educational site recognized by the scientific community for its biological diversity and geological and archeological significance. The Center features a lecture pavilion, insectarium, green house, restored tall grass prairie, native gardens, demonstration pond, solar and wind energy developments, storm water management and rain garden, nature trails and access to Sugar Creek near the location that Illinois’ largest wooly mammoth fossil was discovered in 2005. Dr. Dennis Campbell, Lincoln College professor of life and earth sciences, will conduct the tour. (*weather permitting, sneakers/boots recommended)

Alumni & Friends Brunch
Meyer-Evans Student Center, Carroll Family Alumni Room
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Mingle with fellow alumni over brunch in the Alumni Room. Cost: $8

Lincoln Heritage Museum
Lincoln Center atrium entrance
Open 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. — Alumni weekend special: Free walk-through tours of the first and second floor galleries
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. — Regular timed tours. Admission $5
The timed audio/video tour of the second floor gallery takes approximately 75 minutes; the final timed tour of the day will begin by 2:45 p.m. To fully experience the first and second floor exhibits, please allow 90 minutes to 2 hours for your Museum visit.

View two special exhibits, “Lincoln College, Embracing our Past, Empowering our Future” which celebrates the 150th anniversary of the founding of Lincoln College, and “Now He Belongs to the Ages” which commemorates the 150th anniversary of the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln.

Scott Joslin Fitness Center
Lincoln Center, 2nd floor
Open 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Complimentary access for all alumni on Alumni Weekend.

LYNX Bookstore
Open 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Stop in and stock up on Lynx Gear! 10% discount for all alumni on Alumni Weekend

Living History Performance
Lincoln Heritage Museum, Lincoln Center
1 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Senior Theatre major Alexa Maxey presents “Louisa Hawes’s Story: How Logan County Mourned a President and Friend, a dramatic portrayal related to the Lincoln assassination and funeral.

Classic Car Cruise-In*
Lincoln Center parking lot
1 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Cruise down memory lane and get your Route 66 kicks as we celebrate Lincoln College’s Sesquicentennial! Lincoln and Lincoln College’s historical connection with the “Mother Road” is second only to our connection with Abraham Lincoln. Reunion Saturday will be the first cruise-in of the year for Lincoln’s Railsplitter Antique Auto Club. All area car clubs and Lincoln College alumni and friends are welcome to participate. If you own a classic car, cruise in and join the fun! (*weather permitting)

LYNX Baseball Double Header
Galen & Robert Shirley Baseball Field
1 p.m., Lincoln vs. Heartland Community College

Lady LYNX Softball Double Header
Softball field
1 p.m., Lincoln vs. Lewis & Clark
Time subject to change; check the schedule calendar for updates: http://athletics.lincolncollege.edu/schedules/

University Hall: Past & Future, University Hall
2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
University Hall was Lincoln University for the first three decades of our history, housing classrooms, the chapel, administrative offices, physical education, and all other university functions. Over the years, there have been renovations and remodels, tornados and fires, and the addition of many new buildings. 150 years later, University Hall remains the beloved flagship of the Lincoln campus.

Lincoln College Professor Emeritus Paul Beaver ’56 and architect John Bishop ’90 team up to discuss the history and future of University Hall, including upcoming restoration plans. In honor of the Sesquicentennial, all floors (including the basement and attic) of University Hall will be open to visitors following the program for anyone willing and able to climb the stairs.
Cocktail Reception, Dinner, and Awards Program
Lincoln Center, Jack D. Nutt Arena
5 p.m. to 9:15 p.m., Cost: $30

Alumni & Friends Cocktail Reception
5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
After a busy day of activities, finish catching up with friends and classmates over a plate of hors d’oeuvres and your beverage of choice.

Alumni Dinner & Awards Program
6 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.
The highlight of Reunion Weekend is always the Dinner and Awards Program. Returning classes will be recognized at the beginning of the program. Members of classes celebrating their silver (1990), gold (1965), or platinum (1940 or 1945) anniversary will receive a Lincoln College Swarovski crystal alumni pin.

We have reserved blocks of rooms with special rates at the hotels listed below; rates listed do not include tax. Deadlines vary by location, so please make your reservations as early as possible for best rates and availability. Be sure to mention Lincoln College Reunion when you make your reservation.

- **Best Western Lincoln Inn**
  1750 5th Street
  Lincoln, IL 62656
  (217)732-9641
  Rate: $70.54 Single King
  $76.49 Double Queen
  Reservation deadline: April 10

- **Holiday Inn Express**
  130 Olson Dr.
  Lincoln, IL 62656
  217-735-5800
  Rate: $75 Standard King or Queen

- **Hampton Inn**
  1019 N. Heitmann Dr.
  Lincoln, IL 62656
  217-732-6729
  Rate: $75 Standard King or Queen

Accommodations are also available at the following motels; market rates apply:
- **EconoLodge**
  217-735-3960
- **Super 8**
  217-732-8886

Schedule subject to change. Check the website for updates: [http://alumni.lincolncollege.edu/lc-event/alumni-reunion-weekend/](http://alumni.lincolncollege.edu/lc-event/alumni-reunion-weekend/)

Questions? Contact the Alumni Office at 877-522-5867 or e-mail mjwerth@lincolncollege.edu.

---

**William G. Workman**
Class of 1981
Alumni Achievement Award in Public Service

**Kalee Dionne**
Class of 2005
Young Alumni Achievement Award

**Jean Brown Gossett**
Class of 1947
LaVeta Zurkammer Alumni Award

**Kirby Rogers**
Honorary Alumnus Award
LYNX LOYALTY!

2014-15 has been the inaugural year for the Lynx Pep Band. Under the leadership of band director Bill Rhoda ’09, the Pep Band has played for both Men’s and Women’s basketball games. Band members are affectionately known as the “Beasts of the Balcony” because they play from the balcony in the Jack D. Nutt Arena.

To add to the excitement of LC’s Sesquicentennial, the long-lost lyrics for the Lincoln College fight song “Lynx Loyalty,” penned by legendary Lynx Basketball coach Norm Kaye himself, were discovered in a 1962 issue of the Lincolnian:

Lynx Loyalty
We’re loyal, Oh yes we’re loyal
To Lincoln College Lynx.
We hail you throughout the battle
What’er the odds may be.
Triumphant we are in spirit—
With hearts of do or die;
In memory, we’ll remember
The Lynx are you and I — HEY!

The Pep Band has learned the music and will teach the song to the players and fans so everyone’s ready to sing loud and proud at Homecoming 2015. GO LYNX!
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Lincoln College • Office of Alumni Relations • 300 Keokuk Street • Lincoln, IL 62656
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**FRIDAY, APRIL 24**
- Wine and Brew Reception $10 pp
- Jazz Concert (no charge)*

**SATURDAY, APRIL 25**
- Open House at the President’s Residence (no charge)*
- Creekside Environmental Center Tour (no charge)*
- Alumni and Friends Brunch $8 pp
- Cruise-In participant (I plan to bring my classic car!)*
- Lincoln Heritage Museum Tour*
- Living History Presentation —Alexa Maxey presents “Louisa Hawes’s Story” (no charge)*
- University Hall Presentation & Tour (no charge)*
- Alumni Reunion Dinner and Program $30 pp
  [discounted rate of $15 for young alumni still finishing their degree(s)]

**PAYMENT INFORMATION**
Total due: $__________
- Check Enclosed [Make payable to Lincoln College]
- Credit Card Payment  VISA  MASTERCARD  AMERICAN EXPRESS  DISCOVER
Card Number: ___________________________ Expiration Date: ________
Lincoln College deeply appreciates these distinguished individuals and organizations who have given generously by choosing to invest in our students and the mission of this institution. The Lifetime Giving Honor Roll recognizes donors who have made cumulative lifetime contributions of $5,000 or more, including corporate matching gifts. Categories are based on gifts received through June 30, 2014.

**INDIVIDUALS**

$500,000 +
- *Anna K. Behrends ‘36 and Bernard E. ‘48 and Anastasia Behrends
- *James L. ‘33 and *Evelyn J. Johnson
- *H. Safford and *Betty Peacock

$250,000 - $499,999
- *Douglas and *Florence ‘27 Broadhurst
- *Wallace E. ‘Pat’ 61 and Mimi Carroll, Jr.
- *Margaret P. Faith (1925)
- *Theodore G. and *Virginia K. Gleichman
- *Beulah Schmidt
- *Corinne (1925) and *Edward Sheets
- *Richard M. and *Transforma Alvey
- *John E. and *Margaret Randolph
- *Lorine G. Meyer
- *Dr. W. Clement and *Jessie Stone
- *Dick H. Woods ‘33
- *Dr. Donald O. and *Mari Jo Baker

$100,000 - $249,999
- *Marguarite F. Berger ‘36
- *John and *Barb Blackburn
- *David W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
- *Harold Fue
- *William E. ‘43 and R. Jean ‘47 Gossett
- *William ‘58 and Janet ‘59 Zimmer
- *Helen M. White (1907)
- *Edward W. Vollintine
- *Harold F. Trapp
- *Elsie K. ‘41 and *Julian Menzel
- *Dr. J. Denis Catalano

$50,000 - $99,999
- *Ted and *Mary Lou Allison
- *William L. ‘64 and Margaret Basler
- *Wallace and *Leila Carroll
- *Raymond N. and *Florence A. Dooley

$10,000 - $24,999
- *Anonymous
- *Warren W. and *Jeanne Gallagher
- *Roger and *Jan Garrett
- *William E. ‘43 and R. Jean ‘47 Gossett
- *Gaye W. Lichtenstein
- *Margaret A. Moore (1927)
- *Norman H. and *Norma P. Muck
- *Charles and *Norma Nauts
- *Dr. J. Denis Catalano
- *Dr. W. Clement and *Jessie Stone
- *Dick H. Woods ‘33
- *Dr. Donald O. and *Mari Jo Baker

$25,000 - $49,999
- *Anonymous
- *W. H. ‘34 and *Genevieve B. Alexander
- *Paul and *Estelle Brown
- *David and *Jane Clapp
- *Dorothy J. and *Herbert A. Vance

$5,000 - $9,999
- *Ted and *Mary Lou Allison
- *William L. ‘64 and Margaret Basler
- *Wallace and *Leila Carroll
- *Harriet Charles
- *Edna E. Dehner

**Honor Roll**

David and Marvis Dickinson
Charles R. and *Kitty W. Douglas II
*Frank G. and *E. M. Eskuchen
David A. ‘53 and Elizabeth Fischer
*Elvira Hoeperfiel Fleming ‘36
*Mary F. Foster (1905)
*Dr. Daniel P. and Ruth Freesmeier
Roland Francis ‘41 and *Ellen Lanyon
*Ginzel
*Dr. Dean E. ‘41 and *Mary F. ‘41 Goebel
Joan and *Robert Graue
Charles E. ‘66 and Susan Gustafson
Betty Gustin ‘42
*Mary L. Harris
Jeffrey E. ‘68 and Diana B. Hartnett
Dallas L. ‘69 and Catherine Hensley
Susan R. Hoblit ‘83 and Larry Collins
*Robert R. (1911) and Bonnie L. Humphrey
Nancy and James Ireland
Scott A. Joslin ‘82
*Albert V. and *Ruth W. Kapik
Bruce A. ‘77 and Jane E. Klemm
David and Linda Klemm
Lee and *Marie Anne Komnick
*John E. Strange
*Dr. W. Clement and *Jessie Stone
*Dick H. Woods ‘33
*Dr. Donald O. and *Mari Jo Baker

**Honor Roll of Donors**

Donald Gilbert ‘69 and Kathleen Drum
*Jessica Bale Dupont
*Vernon E. ‘81 and Stacey Dury II
*Greg and *Beth Eimer
*Dr. A. O. Fansler and *Dr. Kenneth W. Fansler
*John Bennett
*Louis A. Bledsoe (1925)
*M. Lillian and *Archie B. ‘33 Bliss, Jr.
*Glenn Dennis and *Christine Campbell
*Denis H. ‘61 and *Patti Carollino
*Dr. James Catalano
*Inez W. Clapper
*Dr. Jerry R. and *Janis Crabtree
*Alan W. Curt ‘70
*Mike ‘72 and *Barb De Ment
*Beverly E. Dennis ‘53
*Albert B. Dick III
*Derald C. ‘56 and *Sara L. Doebring
*Raymond N. and *Florence A. Dooley
*John and *Renée Dreusick
Marshall B. Coyne Foundation

Eaton Corporation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
R.W. Garrett Agency, Inc.
Illinois Bell Telephone Company
M & M Vending
John G. Smerek Charitable Fund
State Bank of Lincoln
State Farm Insurance Companies
Town and Country Bank - Lincoln

$25,000 - $49,999
General Telephone Company of Illinois
The Joyce Foundation
Lehn & Fink Products Company
Lincoln Rotary Club
Logan County Voiture #985 of the Forty and Eight
PPG Industries Foundation
The Quaker Oats Foundation
Regions Bank
Remington Hybrid Seed Co., Inc.
Robert’s/Sysco Foods Services, Inc.
Samuels, Miller, Schroeder, Jackson & Sly
Sodexo

$10,000 - $24,999
J.M. Abbott & Associates, LTD
ArteX International, Inc.
Bock & Associates
CEFCU
Comcast
Commonwealth Edison Gas Company
R.A. Cullinan & Son, Inc.
First National Bank of Peoria
Forest Park Foundation
Golf Outing - Lincoln College
Graue Inc.
Hampton Inn
Harris-Hodnett Agency, Inc.
Illinois Construction LLC
The Edward D. Jones & Company Foundation
Keystone Risk Management, Inc.
Kiwanis Club of Lincoln
Lincoln AMVETS Post 71
Lincoln Printers
MacKinnon Foundation, Inc.
Mitchell-Newhouse Lumber
The Noble Foundation
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Foundation
Rick Hammi State Farm Insurance Agency
Row Motor Sales
Sears-Roebuck Foundation
Verizon Foundation
Vocational Rehabilitation & Employment Division
Voluter Foundation
The Wallace Foundation
Roger Webster Construction, Inc.

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous

Elco Charitable Foundation
FGB Entertainment, Inc. dba Elegant Limousines, Inc.
First Midstate, Investment Bankers
Frontier Mutual Insurance Company
Gehlbach Marquez PC
General Mills Corporation
Grafia Content LLC
Jake’s Used Furnishings
Lincoln Christian Church
Lincoln Chrysler Dodge Jeep
The Lincoln Elks Country Club
Logan County Farm Bureau
McGrath Brothers Land Trust
Mckinstry Family Memorial Fund
Mt. Pulaski Products, Inc.
Myers Industries
Nikles Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Olympic Federal Savings and Loan Assoc.
Otto Baum Company, Inc. Foundation
Pacesetter Financial Group, LLC
The Pantagraph
James & Amanda Patten Trust
Peerless Cleaners, Inc.
State Farm Companies Foundation
Stenfort Properties, Inc.
TRW Foundation
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
US Office Products
Wal-Mart #01-199
Woods and Bates

$1,000 - $2,499
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards
Mr. and Ms. William B. Bates, Jr. (Family)
Garret, Jill & Kristine Apel (Garret Apel Family)
Lawrence R. and Colleen Moelmann
Lee and Mari Anne Komnick
Marc ’64 and Gail Kalmus
Lee and Mari Anne Komnick
Lawrence R. and Colleen Moelmann
Robert F. and Lynne Neal
Caren M. Peterson ’62
Estate of Mary L. Schaupp ’56

$500 - $999
William C. ’68 and Carol Vance
Greta and Valentin Gribkoff
John P. ’60 and Edith Poertner
Kentin and Mary Beth Sparks
Mrs. Herbert A. Vance
Thomas D. ’63 and Connie Zurkammer

$10,000+
John and Barb Blackburn
Dennis G. Frary ’70
Jo Gehlbach
Betty Gustin ’42
Richard A. Nichols ’64
H. Safford and Betty Peacock
William C. ’68 and Carol Vance

$500 - $999
Ann B. and Frederick S. Mueller
Carol J. Parry and John R. Fox
Caren M. Peterson ’62
Les and Gretchen Platter
Robert B. ’70 and Ruth A. ’71 Rowe
Leila M. Rust
*Philip D. and *Elsie O. Sang
*Jerry B. ’48 and Anna Shockey
Marion E. and *Edna F. (1926) Smith
Marion H. and Mary F. ’38 Smoak
Donald and Anna L. ’54 Stanfield
Kimberly and Kevin Stephens
*Louis I. and Sadako Szathmary
Tony Dale ’88 and Bridgett S. ’07 Thomas
Nils R. and Elizabeth Thunman
Dr. Glen E. and Gale Tomlinson
Henry A. Townsend ’56
Dr. Glen E. and Gale Tomlinson

$50,000 - $99,999
Associated Colleges of Illinois
The Woods Foundation

$250,000 - $499,999
Caterpillar Foundation
COUNTRY Financial

$100,000 - $249,999
Gilder Foundation
Office of Economic Opportunity
Olin Corporation Charitable Trust
Henry Safford Peacock Foundation
Vance Publishing Corp

$50,000 - $99,999
Ameren Central Illinois Light Company
Cable Crafters Construction, Inc.
Central States Coca Cola Bottling Company
CORE
Percy R. & Grace M. Council Foundation

2013-2014 Honor Roll
Gifts received between July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2014

INDIVIDUALS

$10,000+
John and Barb Blackburn
Dennis G. Frary ’70
Jo Gehlbach
Betty Gustin ’42
Richard A. Nichols ’64
H. Safford and Betty Peacock
William C. ’68 and Carol Vance

$5,000 - $9,999
Greta and Valentin Gribkoff
John P. ’60 and Edith Poertner
Kentin and Mary Beth Sparks
Mrs. Herbert A. Vance
Thomas D. ’63 and Connie Zurkammer

$2,500 - $4,999
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards
Harold and Bettye Fue
William E. ’43 and R. Jean ’47 Gossett
Susan R. Hoblit ’63 and Larry Collins
Marc ’64 and Gail Kalmus
Lee and Mari Anne Komnick
Lawrence R. and Colleen Moelmann
Robert F. and Lynne Neal
Caren M. Peterson ’62
Estate of Mary L. Schaupp ’56
Milton and Barbara Wood

$1,000 - $2,499
Debbie ’83 and Ron Ackerman
Philip and Sarah Alexander
Ted and Mary Lou Allison
Estate of Mary Sue Altman
Joe and Patricia Baker
Bernard E. ’48 and Anastasia Behrends
Michael and Laura Betchenko
*Rosalie S. Bertoni
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
Ernest L. ’72 and Victoria Cantelmo
David and Jane Clapp
Dr. Joni B. Comstock

Thomas W. ’70 and Kay Cross
Duane H. ’58 and Barbara E. Dagley
Vincent ’61 and the Honorable Vi Daley
Dolan, Elizabeth, Joseph and Louis
Duncans
Beverly E. Dennis ’53
Children of Ruth Gee

$500 - $999
Anonymous
Albert G. ’63 and Cele M. Albrecht
Vic ’64 and Jean Andresen
John ’73 and Debbie ’75 Andrews
Garret, Jili & Kristine Apel (Garret Apel Family)
Judy A. ’75 and Gary Atteberry
Bruce E. ’60 and Carol V. Barry
Mr. and Ms. William B. Bates, Jr.
Chris ’94 and Lesleigh Bennett
Herbert M. ’77 and
Stephen R. Block
Glenn Dennis and Christine Campbell
Brenda Chapman-Lima ’82 and Kevin Lima
Thomas and Frances Comstock
Larry Coveny ’73
James and Denise Davis
Derald C. ’56 and Sara L. Doehring
John and Renée Druesiczke
*George R. Eberle
Greg and Beth Eimer
Nathan B. ’99 and Trisha Englehardt
James A. Fagin
Charles and Elizabeth Fields
Chuck and Susan Fink
Michael E. and Iris M. Fisher
Charles and Penny Fricke
Tamera J. and Robert ‘94 Goodrich
Mark W.P. Gordon
Edward A. ’64 and Sandi Gross
2013-2014 Honor Roll (continued)

Nils R. and Elizabeth Thunman
Douglas ‘81 and Catherine Tiffany
C. Bradley Tips
Ted 68 and Patricia A. Tobias
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tonkel, Jr.
James O. ‘81 and Beth H. ‘88 Turley
Donna J. ‘01 and Delmar Turner
Janet E. Ulrich
Donald W. Vinnage ’56
Bruce and Ruby Wagner
Marcia Warner

Nancy L. Bersch ’49
Ronald and Janice Betzelberger
Rich and Jennifer Beyers
Janet S. Black
Richard and Linda Black
Dr. Samuel M. Blackwell, Jr. ’64
Dr. Paul E. and Mary Boattman
Jorene M. ’82 and James A. Boerma
Alfred and Ruth Bott
Gregory ’79 and Meg Boyd
Lori and Ronald Boyer
Philip and Linda Bradshaw
Dianne ’67 and William Breen
Deborah ‘76 and Robert Bristow

Brent Brown
Tara L. Brown ’14
Mark and Jill Bryant
Jill M. Buchar
Paul and Charlene Bulinski
Barbra E. ’81 and Gary Burdett
Richard P. ’64 and Anne Burt
Kathie L. Burton
Christine K. Busby ’77
Judith K. Busby
Walter and Lois Byerly
Maggie L. Camden
Lola J. Carey
Mark and Kathy Carley
Chris ’79 and Ossilyn Carroll
Mr. and Ms. William A. Carson
Christopher and Dawn Carter
Harlan K. Carter
William and Delores Carter
Kenneth and Sherry Cartermann
Vivan Cartermann
Howard C. ’52 and Dorothy E. Carwright
Thelma E. Chase
Adam L. Cheatham
Caroline C. Chemosit
Alan and Roberta Cherrick
Jeanne Christensen
Tanner C. Ciccio ’15
John ’75 and Diane ’76 Cisco
D. L. Clary
Steve Collier ’78
Barbara Colman
Evelyn and William Colman
John ’69 and Debra Combs
Lila Conklin
Wayne A. ’50 and Lois Conklin
Thomas and Julie Coogan
Jonathan M. Cook ’02
Bobbi and David Cooper
Keith Coppinger
Keith Corell
William H. ’70 and Joanie Cossaboon
Marla K. Coyne
Jim and Kristina Crane
Robert and Marilyn Crvokapich
Gary A. ’68 and Janet Cross
John and Carolina Cummings
Mary J. Cummings

Jeremy and Laura Current
Debra A. Curry
Edwin P. ’60 and Janet A. Dahmman
Marsha Dallas
Jennifer D. Dailymyre
Donald and Kelli Davis
Gary and Karen Davis
Lee H. ’63 and Kathleen Davis
Mike ’72 and Barb De Met
Keith and Frances DeGruich
Dr. Paul E. DeLong ’65
Doug D. DeMay
Margaret J. Denekas ’77
Cathy DeYoung
Dr. Angie Dilillo ’81 and Chris Tullier
Shirley L. Dittus
Robert and Nancy Dorch
Richard and Michele Dousman
Elizabeth H. Dossie
Linda A. Dreisbach Ferrol
Dennis and Pamela Droit
Lula Dunn
Andrea J. Dykman
Fred ’75 and Valerie Eaton
Catherine C. Eckart
Jane A. Edel ’78
Paul F. Ellis-Graham, Lincoln Group of
New York
Darryl and Lynn Eisinger
Yolanda Espinosa
William and Cynthia Esminger
Katelyn M. Evans
Theodore and Dorothy Ewald
Dennis S. Fagerberg ’61
*Mike and Sharon Fak
Bret and Beth Farmer
Robert and Diane Farmer
Tom ’69 and Patsy Farnsworth
Sybil C. Fears
James ’55 and Susan Feeley
James A. ’76 and Carole A. Finchum
Mr. and Mrs. Melvem Kent ’65 Finzer
Lela E. Fitzpatrick
Jim and Peggy Flannigan
Mike Fleshman
Roberta Flynn
Dean ’58 and Gitana Folkes
Nancy and Bill Foreman
Michael J. Fox ’72
Steven S. Fox ’70
Lynn and Judith Frasco
Sheolonda Furlow
Emory C. ’42 and Dorothy H. ’38 Gaffney
Fred ’68 and Sarah Gage
John ’70 and Linda Gambrell
Malcolm Garber
James and Susan Gehrke
*Katherine and Garland Gehreke
Geordi Gheorene
Doris E. Gihring
Ray F. Gillespie
Curtis and Laura Giroud
Clint and Kim Goin
Roberta J. Goldner ’70
James G. and Alice Graff
Celia Fitzsimmons Green
Colleen M. Green
Wes ’85 and Martha Green
Donna J. Grey
Jeffrey A. Griffith
C. Ruth Gross ’72
Janet L. Groth
David and Elizabeth Gudat
Gregory and Jane Gudat
T.H. Gudat
Jim and Mary Hannah
Roberts G. Hannegan III ’64
Randy Hanover
Joanne C. Hantel
John and Deann Hardin
Patricia M. Hardy ’89
Kristen L. Harmesen
Ann Harris
Helene M. ’73 and Billy J. Harris
Lynn and Judith Haseley
Stephen and Leslie Hatch

Christopher T. Heather
R. Thomas Heinhorst ’61
Miriam B. Helgott ’72
Ms. Amanda M. and Joseph Hendrix
Brian Herron
Clayton and Elaine Hewitt
Robert and Carol Hidgon
Sean K. Higgins ’88
Elizabeth Hilgert
John A. Hoblet ’92
Sherry Hoer-Bradley
Gerald and Frances Hoffman
Leonard and Carol Hoffman
Martin L. Holden
Neil and Michelle Holdway
Daniel and Harriet Hopp
David and Christa Hopp
Ruth H. Hopkin
Sheila M. Hoskin ’93
Julie Howard
Samuel ‘92 and Melissa Howard
Gary and Angela Howerton
Patricia and Jeffrey Huffer
Harry ’54 and Lois Huffman
Donald and Saundra Huffalin
John and Joanne Huffalin
Susan L. Hume ’66
Larry and Jennie Humphreys
Kayla A. Hyde ’12
Karen Irwin
R. Iwaszek
Scott and Trudie Jackson
Clifford Jacobson
Gordon ’65 and Susan Jeter
Ignacio Jimenez, Jr. ’98
Barbara E. Johnson
Christopher M. Johnson ’11
Dr. Donald D. ’52 and Mary Johnson
George and Karollee Johnson
Jo Ann ’63 and A.V. Jones
Lataske F. Jones ’99
Marve E. Jones ’93
Jim ’68 and Deborah Kammueeller
Stuart Kamrath
Allan ’66 and Carri Kaufman
Ronald R. Kaufman
Wendy S. Kavanagh ’01
Kenneth and Barbara Kelch
Ron and Cindy Keller
Mary and Bruce Kelley
Robert D. Kelsey, Jr. ’91
Richard and Judy Kentner
Elizabeth A. Kerchenfaut ’72
Marjorie A. Kerr
Sara L. Kilpatrick ’92
Clifford and Anne Kinate
Boyd and Vickie King
Chris and Suzette Kettell
Aaron ’91 and Ashley Klockenga
Chris and Kristin Klockenga
Shirley A. Klockenga ’56
Monty and Kathryn Korte
Jeff and Jennifer Kretchmer
Walker G. Krug ’67
Jerald L. ’54 and Janet K. Langenbank
Robert and Rita Lash
John F. Lashinski ’65
Sara ’01 and David Lawrence
Doug and Susan Layhew
Dr. Douglas C. Layman ’50
The Lebeck Family
John Lebeck ’09
Erika A. Lee ’97

Anonymous [9]
Raymond and Mary Ahllten
Martha J. Ahrends
Lorna ’75 and Patrick Aikins
Lisa ’12 and Jay Akers
Joni K. Allison
Jacob Aarchibald A. Amarh ’71
Dean and Beverly Anderson
Jean ’82 and Michael Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Nic Anderson
Dr. Mark H. Anshel’68
Kennett and Joan Asher
Dr. Randal P. Ashton
Darin A. Atkins ’09
Gary and Christine Atkins
Timothy E. Aue ’70
Steve and Sarah Aughenbaugh
Ocatawa and Fred Augspurger
Mitchell and Lori Ayers
William ’73 and Arline Brod ’73 Babcock
Paula M. ’66 and Mike Babka
Eric W. ’73 and Donna Barker
Charles ’63 and Susan Barnett
Tim and Donna Becke
Kent and Vickie Becker
Pat Benson
Lincoln Farm Corporation
Michig Energy, LTD
Stoutenborough Insurance Agency, Inc.
United Way of Logan County
William Todd Walker, D.M.D.

ALUMNI GIVING

As a small, private institution, Lincoln College is dependent on the generosity of its alumni and friends to improve the educational experience of today’s students and those who will follow. A gift of any amount, given annually, has a significant impact on current and future generations of LC students as they are empowered to reach their full potential.

List of Alumni by Class Year
Including total giving by decade

1930s $275
LaVeta F. [Baker] Kurzakmer ‘36
Dorothy H. [Harrison] Gaffney ‘38

1940s $8,002
Rolf F. Ginzel ‘41
Angelina L. [Brummer] Sandel ‘41
Lois Gorton Schmidt ‘41
Emory C. Gaffney ‘42
James D. Monierthy, Jr. ‘42
William E. Gossett ‘43
Lois Wilsen Leesman ‘43
Bonita [Graham] Rademaker ‘45
R. Jean [Brown] Gossett ‘47
Jean L. [Gassaway] Noffke ‘47
Bernard E. Behrends ‘48
Howard M. Martinie ‘48
Erma M. [Myers] Mclinay ‘48
Jack J. Neuswanger ‘48
Nancy [Bilt] Bersh ‘49
George E. Saunders ‘49

1950s $22,319
Wayne A. Conradoy ‘50
William G. Klein ‘50
Dr. Douglas C. Layman ‘50
Mark R. Lidschin ‘50
Leslie [Max] Scott, Jr. ‘51
Howard C. Cartwright, Jr. ‘52
James A. Glenn ‘52
Donald J. Johnson ‘52
Robert F. Sullivan ‘52
Beverly E. [Bagdasarian] Dennis ‘53
William H. Plummer, Jr. ‘53
D. Marlene [Reinhart] Schrader ‘53
Lois J. (Tucker) Snyder ‘53
Mary E. [Pool] Taylor ‘53
John W. Watson, Jr. ‘53
Harry E. Huffman ‘54
Guenther Koenig ‘54
Anna Louise [Reeves] Stanfield ‘54
James D. Feeley ‘55
Marilin Hale Meadows ‘55
R. Dale Adams ‘56
Paul J. Beaver, Jr. ‘56
 Lynn R. Bridgman ‘56
Derald C. Doehring ‘56
Ronald G. Fox ‘56
Shirley A. [Awick] Klockenga ‘56
*Mary L. Schaupp ‘56
Erman J. Stahl ‘56
Henry A. Townsend ‘56
Donald W. Vignage ‘56
Richard D. Werner ‘56
Carol E. [Clements] Wylder ‘56
Thomas E. Ahearn ‘57
Joseph N. Millard, Sr. ‘57

1960s $15,127
Bruce E. Barry ‘60
Edwin P. Dahm ‘60
Alex “Sandy” Maddock ‘60
John P. Poertner ‘60
Vincent R. Daley, Jr. ‘61
Dennis S. Fieberger ‘61
Robert M. Farrela ‘61
R. Thomas Heinhorst ‘61
George M. Lecky ‘61
Errol L. Panton ‘61
J. Timothy Proult ‘61
Melinda R. [Tarbox] Reitman ‘61
James F. Workman ‘61
Wreatha K. Bendix-Rowland ‘62
Steven H. Feinberg ‘62
Hong Tang Foo ‘62
Michael L. lump ‘62
Guy A. Melbert ‘62
Caren M. [Dalton] Peterson ‘62
Dr. William B. Rhoten ‘62
Peter A. Strange ‘62
Harry A. Thomson ‘62
W. Wayne Turner ‘62
Albert G. Albrecht ‘63
Charles C. Barnett III ‘63
Lee H. Davis ‘63
Jo Ann Jones ‘63
Robert E. Morse ‘63
Carroll Sears ‘63
Bonnie [Jennings] Silverstein ‘63
John W. Sparacio ‘63
Dennis J. Wilcox ‘63
Thomas D. Zurkammer ‘63
Victor C. Andresen ‘64
William L. Baster ‘64
Nancy R. [Stahl] Becker ‘64
Samuel M. Blackwell, Jr. ‘64
Richard B. Burt ‘64
Edward A. [Ted] Gross ‘64
Roberts G. Hanneken III ‘64
Marc H. Kalman ‘64
Jerald L. Langenbahn ‘64
Bob Lockenour ‘64
Richard A. Nichols ‘64
Brian H. Shillie ‘64

1970s $24,478
Timothy E. Aue ‘70
Stephen H. Chase ‘70
William H. Cossaboon ‘70
Thomas W. Cross ‘70

Lincoln Police Department Drug and Alcohol Prevention
Lincoln Printers
McLeod Express, LLC
Rio Grande
Sam Sorrento’s Inc.
Stuffed-Aria Pizza

$100 - $249
Abraham Lincoln Tourism Bureau of Logan County
Advance Trading, Inc.
Alpha & Omega Delivery, Inc.
Apple Dental Center
Carpet Weavers
CEFCU
City of Lincoln
Dunlap Summer Baseball Prep League
Exploring The North, Inc.
Guzzard’s Italian Villa
Harrist-Hodnett Agency, Inc.
Hartsburg State Bank
Hotel Ventures Management of IL, Inc.
King-Lar Company
The Lahey Foundation, Inc.
Lincoln-Logan County Chamber of Commerce
Mckernan Packaging Clearing House
Mel, Inc. DBA Schneider’s Quality Meats
Melody Anderson, CASL, ChFC, CLU, MSFS
Michig Grain
Muck and Muck
Pasfield House Inn
Passion Outreach, Inc
Peasley Funeral Home
Regions Bank
Second Baptist Church
Senior Health Care Benefit Services
St. Clara’s Manor
Stuart Solutions
Sun Communications
Trinity Episcopal Church
Roger Webster Construction, Inc.
The Winston-Salem Foundation

Up to $99
Reid Beam Associates, Inc.
Bulldog Inn
Stephen M. Carron, DDS LLC
Citizens for Towne’s State’s Attorney
Robert J. Diak State Farm Ins. Companies
Eyesite-Illinois Valley, LLC
Farm Credit Services of Illinois
First Wok Chinese Restaurant
Illinois Office of Education
Lincoln & Logan County Development Partnership

Cross Farms, Inc.
Farnsworth Group, Inc.
KM Radio of Atlanta, LLC

Steven S. Fox ‘70
Dennis G. Frary ‘70
John S. Gambrill ‘70
Robert J. Goldner ‘70
Steven A. Isenstein ‘70
Robert M. Kern ‘70
Kenneth W. Lanning ‘70
Lou Stoh ‘Madden ‘70
Joyce A. [Ibel] Schroth ‘70
Craig R. Wakefield ‘70
Jacob Archibald A. Amarch ‘71
Thomas J. Peters ‘71
Diane M. [Parker] Simington ‘71
Brad L. Slater ‘71
Gary L. Stotzburger ‘71
Michael Starasta
Kathy A. Steffens ’92
Diane L. Stephenson
Kerri R. Taylor
Bridge 5 Thomas ’07
Tony D. Thomas ’88
Mark N. Tippett
James O. Turley ’81
Darren G. Turner ’90
Donna J. Turner ’01
Tomasa Viera De Morales
Donald L. Wasson
Gale M. Waterman
John Weck
Amber M. Weekly
John F. Welter
Cindy S. Wendlandt
Kurt L. Wendlandt
*Warren L. Wendlandt
Mary Jo Werth
Daron L. Whittaker ’90
Carol J. Wilson
Greta A. Winterbauer
J. Scott Woger
Crystal A. Wurth ’00
Lisa G. Yeazle ’85
Thomas D. Zirkammer ’63

GIFTS-IND KIND

2013 Golf Outing for Scholarship
John ’73 and Debbie ’75 Andrews
Allen and Jeanenne Pickering
Carpet Weavers
Characters Pub
Lincoln Rotary Club
St. Louis Cardinals
Wal-Mart #01–199

2013 Grand Soirée
Philip and Virginia Bertoni
Charles and Penny Fricke
Jo Gehlbach
James A. ’52 and Patricia Glenn
Richard and Betty Hamm
Betty J. Hickey
Caroline ’81 and Michael Higgins
Tony Leone
Charles and Norma Nauts
Quentin and Mary Beth Sparks
C. Lewis Stahl
Daniel and Audrey Weinberg
Central Illinois Ag
Destihl Restaurant & Brew Works
Guzzardo’s Italian Villa
Sam Sorrento’s Inc.
Tom James

Creekside
Quentin and Mary Beth Sparks
Performing Arts
Becca Engle
Lincoln Heritage Museum
James and Patricia Beech
Robert E. Church
Brooks Davis
Richard D. ’58 and Mary Ellen ’59 Martin
David Rowland
Other Needs
Nancy ’84 and Jim Becker
Greta and Valentim Gribkoff
Quentin and Mary Beth Sparks

GIFTS MADE IN HONOR
OR MEMORY

In Honor of
Given by
Rosalie Conkin
Herman and Mary Schulte
Donna Deters ’79
Barry ’80 and Audrey ’78 Ullmann

In Memory of
Given By
C.A. Balof
James G. and Alice Graff
William C. Bates, Jr.
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
Walde Bertoni
Susan R. Hoblit ’83 and Larry Collins
Chris Bower ’68
Dr. Louis J. ’68 and Judith Firenze
Deena Carlson
Herman and Mary Schulte
Joe DiLillo
Dr. Angie DiLillo ’81 and Chris Tullier
George Eberle
Judith W. Anderson
Martin and Debra Beck
Bernard E. ’48 and Anastasia Behrends
Richard and Linda Blackburn
John and Barb Blackburn
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
William L. Calderwood
Henry and Maren Deaver
Alex and Wilma DeBartolo

John R. Edwards
Stephen W. Edwards
James and Nancy Ferguson
Charles and Elizabeth Fields
Jo Gehlbach
Margaret Goldberg
Greta and Valentim Gribkoff
Ann Harris
Stephen and Leslie Hatch
Charles and Janice Herndon
Susan R. Hoblit ’83 and Larry Collins
Frank and Mary Anne Hoover
John B. Hutchins
Marjorie A. Kerr
Anne S. Martin
Henry E. Mawicke
James and Jean McClung
James and Jane McKevitt
Elia and Rebecca Michaels
John and Naomi Morris
Bill Mowry
Charles and Norma Nauts
Robert F. and Lynne Neal
Robert V. Nichols
Irene Overman Kreer
William A. Patterson, Jr.
Alice A. Paulus
H. Safford and Betty Peacock
Susan C. Peterson
R. Douglas Petrie
David and Cynthia Ployales
Imad and Nancy Qasim
Gwyn Rahr
Charles H. Robinson, Jr.
William and Barbara Saks
Sinclair S. Siragusa
Norma D. Steele
Thomas and Mary Stinem
Mary Ellen Thornton
C. Bradley Tips
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tonkel, Jr.
Harris and Ann Walker
Letitia Wheeler
Daniel and Sarah Williams
Edmund and Randi Woodbury
Reid Beam Associates, Inc.
Great Neck Saw Manufacturers, Inc.
The Lahey Foundation, Inc.

Jeremy Matthew Edel
Jane A. Edel ’78

Jeannie Gallagher
William D. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
*George R. Eberle
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards
Michael L. ’62 and Judy Lump
Charles and Norma Nauts

Reva Hallman ’33
Barbara and Wayne Lolling
Nancy H. Pope
Norman and Sandra Zeter

Jerry Harnacke
Herman and Mary Schulte

Nathan Holden ’03
Jeremiah and Laura Current

Roger Jeslin
Jo Gehlbach
Lana Kazenski
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards

Joyce Kinzie
Lois Leesman ’43

Elise Menzel ’41
Donald and Anna L. ’54 Stanfield
Herbert Merry
Walter and Lois Byerly

Pat Newman
Jo Gehlbach
Rita Oiler
Donald E. Cooper

Wilbur Paulus
Martha J. Ahrends
Mr. and Mrs. Nic Anderson
Judy A. ’75 and Gary Atteberry
Steve A. Sarah Aughnaugh
Ocatava and Fred Augsburger
Mr. and Ms. William B. Bates, Jr.

Bernard E. ’48 and Anastasia Behrends
Pat Benson
Rich and Jennifer Beyers
Janet S. Black
John and Barb Blackburn
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
Philip and Linda Bradshaw
Paul and Charlene Bulinski
Ann Christensen
David and Jane Clapp
Barbara Collum
Gary A. ’88 and Janet Cross
John and Caroline Cummings
John B. Cummings
Edwin P. ’60 and Janet A. Dahm
Shirley L. Dittus
Robert and Nancy Dorch
*George R. Eberle
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards
Bret and Beth Farmer
Robert and Diane Farmer
Lela E. Fitzpatrick
Robert Flynn
Harold and Bettye Fue
Jo Gehlbach
William E. ’43 and R. Jean ’47 Gossett
Greta and Valentim Gribkoff
Randy Hanower
Joanne C. Hantel
Lynn and Judith Haseley
Betty J. Hickey
Caroline ’81 and Michael Higgins
Elizabeth Hilgert
Susan R. Hoblit ’83 and Larry Collins
Neil and Michelle Holdway
Patricia and Jeffrey Huffer
Donald and Saudra Huffalin
John and JoAnne Huffalin
Larry and Jennie Humphreys
George and Karolee Johnson
Mary Lou Kisskengen
S. Ann Kratz-Bi
Jerald L. ’64 and Janet K. Langenbahn
William and Kathryn Lenschow
Sarah and Dale Lessen
Rosella M. Limbach
Richard D. ’58 and Mary Ellen ’59 Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Masters
Rick and Dona McGraw
Marilyn Hale ’55 and Richard Meadows
Timothy and Mary Miner
Joseph and Susie Mintajal
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Muehling
Ann B. and Frederick Mueller
Charles and Norma Nauts
Robert F. and Lynne Neal
Clark and Dana Oltmanns
H. Safford and Betty Peacock
Robert and Jerrie Pharris
Mary Roberts
James C. ’78 and Debra C. Rohrer
Ronald and Joyce Schilling
Franc Schreiner
Sara and Herman Schwartz
Charleene M. Shanle
Carolyn ’69 and Lawrence Smith
Quentin and Mary Beth Sparks
Lynn and Henry Spilmann
Rodeney M. Stoll
Bob ’52 and Pat Sullivan
Carol Vogel
Wilma Vogel
Karen and Jim Walden
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weymiller
Allen ’58 and Karen ’58 Wilson
*Charles and Patsy Woods
Advance Trading, Inc.
Farm Credit Services of Illinois
Hotel Ventures Management of IL, Inc.
Lincoln Farm Corporation

Diane Rodriguez ’75
Anonymous [3]
Lorna ’75 and Patrick Aikins
John ’75 and Gary Atteberry
Deborah ’76 and Robert Bristow
John ’75 and Diane ’76 Cisco
**CONSISTENT GIVERS**

Every single gift has an impact, but it’s the many gifts, large and small, given over many years, which sustain Lincoln College. We recognize our many donors—alumni, friends, parents and businesses—who have faithfully supported Lincoln College by giving ten or more years, including at least one gift in the past last five years.

Thank you!

**INDIVIDUALS**

**50+ Years**  
*John R. and Jo Gehlbach*

**40-49 Years**  
Brooks and *Elizabeth R. Davis  
Derald C. ‘56 and Sara L. Doehring  
Thomas M. and Britt Harris, Sr.  
Frances ‘39 and *William L.  
McCormick  
*Norman H. and Norma Muck  
H. Safford and Betty Peacock  
*Jerry B. ‘48 and Anna Shockey  
Dorothy J. and *Herbert A. Vance

**30-39 Years**  
Wallace E. ‘59 and Mimi Carroli, Jr.  
Donald E. and *Linda Cooper

**25-29 Years**  
Shirley and *Robert D. Edwards  
Homer B. and *Mary L. Harris, Jr.  
Ruth H. and *Frederic Hoppin  
Steven A. ‘Isten  
Lawrence R. and Colleen Moellmann  
Jean L. ‘47 and *Henry L. Noiffe  
Robert H. Roberts  
Bill ‘86 and Vicki Schult  
B. Dale and *Marrian D. Spore  
*Dr. Edward A. and Janet E. Schult  
William C. ‘48 and Carol Vance  
Thomas W. Vukovitch ‘72  
Diane Harris Warnock

**20-29 Years**  
Howard Irwin ‘66 and Susan Ain  
David ‘69 and Barbara Baughman  
Bernard E. ‘48 and Anastasia Behrends  
Christine L. ‘72 and Dennis Boccard  
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock  
Lynn R. ‘56 and Esther Bridgman  
Dr. Louis J. ‘68 and Judith Firenze  
Steven S. Fox  
Emory C. ‘42 and Dorothy H. ‘38 Gaffney  
Roger and Jan Garrett  
Harry C. ‘58 and Patricia Geisinger  
Roland Francis ‘41 and *Ellen Lanyon  
Ginzler  
Robert ‘66 and Celia ‘64 Jeckel  
Stella Johnson  
*Darrell E. and Shirley F. Klink  
Dr. Douglas C. Layman ‘50  
Mark R. Lidschin ‘50  
Dana and Mary McLaughlin  
Dale and Jean Meier  
*David F. Mockler ‘57  
Charles and Norma Nauts  
*Dr. Jack D. and Dr. Christina Nutt  
Elmo and Ella Pascale  
*Wibor and Alice Poulos  
Allen and Jeannine Pickering  
Les and Gretchen Plotter  
J. Timothy ‘61 and Nan Prout  
Pede Radston ‘69  
*Dr. John E. and Margaret Randolph  
Angelina L. ‘41 and *Roland D. Sandel ‘43  
Ronald and Joyce Scettril  
Elvin and Carol Smith  
D. Marlene ‘53 and C. Wayne Schrader  
Donald and Anna L. ‘54 Stanfield  
Marion Halle ‘42 and *Kenneth Triem  
*Dr. John E. and Ruth Ullman  
Richard ‘56 and Lynne Werner  
William ‘58 and Janet ‘59 Zimmer

**10-19 Years**  
Debbie ‘83 and Ron Ackerman  
Laura J. and Willis Adams  
Mary and Stephen Adams  
R. Dale ‘56 and Jane Adams  
Lisa ‘12 and Jay Akers  
Ted and Mary Lou Allison  
John ‘73 and Debbie ‘75 Andrews  
Peggy J. and Edward Antoine  
Judy A. ‘75 and Gary Atteberry  
Joe and Patricia Baker  
Linda L. and Steve Baker  
Michelle Renee ‘89 and Roger Baldwin  
Mark K. ‘74 and Debra J. Banta  
Bill ‘44 and Margaret Basler  
Mr. and Ms. William B. Bates, Jr.  
Paul ‘56 and Sue ‘56 Beaver  
Michael and Laura Belpchenko  
Herbert M. Berg ‘77  
Andrea L. ‘63 and Richard M. Berman  
Ronald and Janice Betzberger  
John and Barb Blackburn  
Senator Larry K. and Sally Jo Bomke  
L. Karin Bouton  
Jan E. Bowers ‘81  
Representative Richard Brauer  
Ward H. Brining ‘58  
Paul and Estelle Brown  
David and Carol Brownell  
Richard P. ‘64 and Anne Burt  
Constance and Lawrence Bussard  
Glenn Dennis and Christine Campbell  
Ernest L. ‘72 and Victoria Cantelmo  
Howard C. ‘52 and Dorothy E. Cartwright  
David and Jane Clapp  
Bill ‘67 and Mary ‘68 Lindstrom Collier  
Wayne A. ‘50 and *Lois Conolly  
Judith A. ‘58 and David Coogan  
Richard and Debby Cook  
John R. Copley  
Judith E. ‘91 and Robert Cortelloni  
Chet Coyne  
Thomas W. ‘70 and Kay Cross  
Duane H. ‘58 and Barbara E. Dayley  
R. Greg Dale ‘67  
Villem ‘61 and the Honorable Vi Daley  
Dr. Cutillo and Ann Davis  
Lee ‘63 and Kathleen Davis  
Mike ‘72 and Barb De Ment  
Dr. Deane E. and Ann Doolin  
John and Renée Dreusickie  
Greg and Beth Eimer  
Nathan B. ‘99 and Trisha Englehardt  
Dr. A. G. Fansler and Dr. Kenneth W. Fansler  
Steven H. ‘62 and Judy Feinberg  
Mr. and Mrs. Melvem Kent ‘65 Finzer  
Hong Tatt ‘62 and Sally Foo  
Ronald G. ‘56 and Joyce M. Fox  
Dr. Daniel P. and Ruth Freesmeier  
Elbert M. and Martha Fulton  
Amy ‘11 and Tom Gallagher  
Joyce and Steve Geary  
Paul E. Gleason  
Robert ‘70 and Tamera J. Goodrich  
William E. ‘43 and René ‘74 Goossen  
Joan M. Graue  
Janet L. Groth  
Eric B. ‘88 and Rachel Grunler  
Dr. Le Roy S. and Janet L. Gurza  
Craig F. ‘55 and Patricia Gurney  
Carl B. Gustafson ‘60  
John and Frankie Guzzardo  
Debra J. and Rodney Harmon  
Ann Harris  
Judge Thomas M. and Regina Harris  
Jeffrey E. ‘68 and Diana B. Hattner  
Connie and Steve Hasley  
Joseph and Amanda Hendrix  
*James T. ‘47 and Betty J. Hickey  
John and Joan Hill  
H. Ray ‘92 and Connie Hinthorn  
Chloe ‘51 and Robert Hoaglin  
Paul and Nancy Holden  
*George B. and Barbara C. Hummel  
Charles Ruh ‘73 and Barbara Hummel  
John ‘62 and Gill Ilitts  
Nancy and James Ireland  
Donald D. ‘52 and Mary Johnson  
Scott A. Joslin ‘82  
Jim ‘68 and Deborah Kammueler

Julius J. and Marilyn Kasa  
Ron and Cindy Keller  
Robert M. Kern ‘70  
K.F. ‘Skip’ Kitchen ‘72  
William G. ‘50 and Lorrianna Klein  
Bruce ‘77 and Jane Klemm  
David and Linda Klemm  
Paula and Richard Knopp  
Lee and Mari Ann Konnick  
Thomas E. and Dorothy Kornick  
Kathleen Koteles ‘69  
Jeffrey and Stephanie Kratz  
S. Ann Kvetcic  
Kenneth W. ‘70 and Susan Lannin  
Kenneth and *Mildred Leonard  
Wayne and Barbara Lolling  
Michael L. ‘62 and Judy Lump  
Nancy J. MacMullen  
Lona K. ‘94 and Mark L. Mann  
Howard M. ‘48 and Lorraine E. Martinie  
Elizabeth Hambles McShane ‘48  
Marilyn Hale ‘55 and Richard Meadows  
Ray E. ‘59 and Shirley Meenen  
David M. Merriman ‘77  
E. J. Miley  
Joseph N. ‘57 and Doris D. Millard  
Nancy C. Moriarty ‘55  
Mark J. Morrow ‘73  
Gerald W. and Nancy E. Nannen  
Robert F. and Lynne Neal  
Jeffrey C. ‘89 and Sheila Nelson  
Jack J. ‘48 and Joan D. Neuswanger  
Dale and Carol Olston  
Katherine S. Papesc  
John H. ‘57 and Margaret Pefler  
Larry Perez ‘88  
Thomas J. ‘71 and Mary E. Peters  
Jacqueline ‘60 and Lowell ‘48 Petty  
Richard F. Phipps ‘57  
John P. ‘60 and Edith Poertner  
Arnold M. ‘35 and Barbara Rabkin  
Johnson ‘70 and Polly Reichel  
Kim C. Rendellson ‘69  
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde R. Reynolds  
Roselynn G. ‘65 and Melvin K. Roseman  
Joe and Lisa Runyon  
James and Susan Ryan  
Robert William ‘67 and Sandra Saner  
Randall S. ‘81 and Teresa M. ‘98 Schrader  
David and Barbara Schroder  
Paul H. ‘68 and Susan W. Schroder  
Eugene and Rosemary Shuler  
Kenneth and Mary Schwab  
*Carl H. and Carol Schwartz  
Joe and Lisa Sexton  
Dr. Don ‘16 and Jan ‘86 Sieff  
Robert B. ‘68 and Natalie Silverman  
Brad L. ‘71 and Sue Slater  
Steven F. ‘10 and Paula Snodgrass  
Quantin and Mary Beth Sparks  
Todd and Shelly Spellman  
John W. Stahrner ‘63

**25**
ORGANIZATIONS

CONSISTENT GIVERS (continued)
Timothy and Tracie Tobin
Henry A. Townsend ‘56
James O. ‘81 and Beth H. ‘88 Turley
Robert P. Turley ‘04
Donna J. ‘01 and Delmar Turner
*Donald and Betty Gail Wagner
Karen and Jim Walden
Harris and Ann Walker
Raymond Dean ‘58 and Juanita Wallen
David W. ‘58 and Carol S. Walters
Carolyn and Roger Webster
John and Tamara Welter
Scott A. Werner ‘75
Mary Jo and Kenneth Werth
Kirk D. and Angela L. Whitman
Dennis J. Wilcox ‘63
Marilyn S. Williamson
Carol and Loren Wilson
Milton and Barbara Wood
John C. D. Woodruff ‘66
Dick H. Woods, Jr.
Lisa G. Yeazle ‘85
Donald A. Zacher ‘57
William and Barbara Zellman
LaVeta F. Zurkammer ‘36
Thomas D. ‘63 and Connie Zurkammer

SCHOLARSHIPS

40+ Years
Graue Inc.
Harris-Hodnett Agency, Inc.
Regions Bank
State Bank of Lincoln
Town and Country Bank – Lincoln

30-39 Years
Ameren Central Illinois Light Company
Percy R. & Grace M. Council Foundation
Kiwanis Club of Lincoln
Lincoln Rotary Club
Vance Publishing Corp

20-29 Years
Caterpillar Foundation
Eaton Corporation
Grazzario's Italian Villa
Lincoln Printers
Robert's/SySCO Foods Services, Inc.

10-19 Years
J.M. Abbott & Associates, LTD
Bock & Associates
Cable Crafters Construction, Inc.
Central States Coca Cola Bottling Company
The Charles Foundation
CORE
COUNTRY Financial
First Presbyterian Church
R.W. Garrett Agency, Inc.
Rick Hamm State Farm Insurance Agency
Keystone Risk Management, Inc.

Many students would not be able to attend Lincoln College without the financial assistance of scholarships. Between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014, the following individuals and organizations made gifts to fund annual scholarships or have contributed to named endowment funds which will provide scholarships in perpetuity. Thank you!

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIPS (LINCOLN CAMPUS)

Scholarship
Donor

J.M. Abbott and Associates Scholarship Fund
J.M. Abbott & Associates, LTD
Men's Basketball Scholarship Fund
Parkway Auto Laundry
Angela Betchenko Annual Scholarship Fund
Michael and Laura Betchenko
Bock/Novak Annual Scholarship Fund
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
Faculty and Staff Annual Scholarship Fund
Laurin L. and Willis Adams
Joe and Patricia Baker
Linda L. and Steve Baker
Michelle Renee ‘89 and Roger Baldwin
Jan E. Bowers ‘81
Gretchen L. ‘78 and T.J. Bree
Glenn Dennis and Christine Campbell
Judith E. ‘91 and Robert Cortelloni
Andrea J. Dykman
Greg and Beth Eimer
Amy ‘11 and Tom Gallagher
Tamera J. and Robert ‘94 Goodrich
Connie and Steve Haseley
Paula and Richard Knopp
Linda S. Oliver
Katherine S. Papesh
Jeanine and Allen Pickering
Cindy E. Reed
Rick and Jan Samuel

SCHOLARSHIPS (LINCOLN CAMPUS)

Scholarship
Donor

Jen and Chris Schoonover
Trish A. Sparks
Michael and Leslie Starasta
Kathy A. ‘92 and Darrel J. ‘92 Steffens
Diane and Robert Stephensson
James O. ‘81 and Beth H. ‘88 Turley
John and Tamara Welter
*Warren L. Wendlandt
Mary Jo and Kenneth Werth
Carol and Loren Wilson
Lisa G. Yeazle ‘85
R. W. Garrett Insurance Agency Scholarship Fund
R.W. Garrett Agency, Inc.
Ruth Gee Memorial Scholarship
Children of Ruth Gee
Jim and Nancy Ireland Annual Music Scholarship
Nancy and James Ireland
Sal and Betty Peacock Annual Scholarship Fund
Henry Safford Peacock Foundation
Jack Peifer Scholarship Fund
John H. ‘57 and Margaret Peifer
Rotary Club of Lincoln Scholarship Fund
Lincoln Rotary Club
Quentin & Mary Beth Sparks
Environmental Science Annual Scholarship
Quentin and Mary Beth Sparks
State Bank of Lincoln Scholarship Fund
State Bank of Lincoln
Town & Country Bank Annual Scholarship
Town and Country Bank – Lincoln

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS (LINCOLN CAMPUS)

Anna and Bernard Behrends Endowed Scholarship Fund
Bernard E. ‘48 and Anastasia Behrends
Coach Norm Kaye Endowed Scholarship Fund
Bruce E. ‘60 and Carol V. Barry
Duane H. ‘58 and Barbara E. Dagley
Michael D. ‘65 and Kathleen Fielding
Bob ‘64 and Janet Lockenour
Michael L. ‘62 and Judy Lumph
W. Wayne ‘82 and Connie Turner
David W. ‘58 and Carol S. Walters
Thomas D. ‘63 and Connie Zurkammer
Janet Harris Endowed Scholarship Fund
Thomas M. and Britta Harris, Sr.
Mary Kimbrough Endowed Scholarship Fund
John P. ‘60 and Edith Peetner
Logan County Voiture #985 of the Forty and Eight Endowed Scholarship
Herman and Mary Schulte
Martin Luther King Jr. Minority Student Endowed Scholarship
Debbie ‘81 and Ron Ackerman
Raymond and Mary Ahillen
Dean and Beverly Anderson
Michael and Jean Anderson
Mr. and Ms. William B. Bates
Tracy and Lewis Bergin
Philip and Virginia Bertoni
John and Barb Blackburn
Dr. Paul E. and Mary Boatman

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS

Judith K. Busby
Marsha Dallas
Gary and Karen Davis
Doug R. DeMay
Greg and Beth Eimer
Mike and Sharon Fak
James and Susan Gehlback
William E. ‘43 and R. Jean ‘47 Gossett
Dr. Susan M. and Robert Harman
Ann Harris
Ruth H. Hoppin
Paul and Julia Kasa
Mary and Bruce Kelley
Ann Klose
Paula and Richard Knopp
S. Ann Kvitil-Bi
Keith and Charilise Leesman
Leis Leesman ‘63
Tommy and Martha Leonard
Terry and Robin Mccallan
John H. ‘57 and Margaret Peifer
Les and Gretchen Piotner
Toniita and Wallace Reifsteck
Laura Sandrolini
Rev. Glenn and Ginger Shelton
Pamela and Tony Shuff
Keith and Elizabeth Snyder
Donald and Anna L. ‘46 Stanfield
Michael and Leslie Starasta
Barbara Stroud-Borth
Ron Tomczak
Sally J. Turner
Janet E. Ulrich
Barry ‘80 and Audrey ‘78 Ullmann
Carolyn Webster
CEFCU
City of Lincoln
Eaton Corporation
First Presbyterian Church
Graue Inc.
Grazzario's Italian Villa
Harris-Hodnett Agency, Inc.
Hartsburg State Bank
Integrity Data
Jim Grimaldt Attorney at Law
Lincoln Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Lincoln Police Department Drug and Alcohol Prevention
Melody Anderson, CASL, CHFC, CLU, MSFS
Regions Bank
Rick Hamm State Farm Insurance Agency
Roger Webster Construction, Inc.
Second Baptist Church
St. Clara’s Manor
State Bank of Lincoln
Town and Country Bank - Lincoln
United Way of Logan County

Sources

Lincoln IG Foodliner
Lincoln-Logan County Chamber of Commerce
NAPA Auto Parts
Henry Safford Peacock Foundation
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Foundation
Samuels, Miller, Schroeder, Jackson & Sly
Waddell, Inc. d/b/a Puritan Springs
 Wal-Mart #101-199
Roger Webster Construction, Inc.
Xamis Ford-Lincoln, Inc.

Lincoln University

Lincoln-Logan County Chamber of Commerce
Lakeview Diner
Lincoln Rotary Club
State Bank of Lincoln
Tanner C. Cicci ‘15
Chris Ciaccio
Tanner C. Cicci ‘15

The many students would not be able to attend Lincoln College without the financial assistance of scholarships. Between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014, the following individuals and organizations made gifts to fund annual scholarships or have contributed to named endowment funds which will provide scholarships in perpetuity. Thank you!
John E. Cochran
Bill ‘67 and Mary ‘68 Lindstrom Collier
Curt Courtwright
Chris Coyne
Christopher ‘02 and Amy Butts ‘04
Davenport
*George R. Eberle
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards
Bruno and Cindy Ejkowski
Brandon ‘09 and Courtnee Farmer
Chuck and Susan Fink
Mike Flesham
Charles and Penny Fricker
Kent and Kari Froebe
Elbert M. and Martha Fulton
Thomas J. Gallagher ‘04
Maxwell J. Goodrich ‘11
Tamera J. and Robert ‘94 Goodrich
William E. ’43 and R. Jean ’47 Gossett
Lorita and Lin Hermann
Cynthia A. Kelley
K.F. “Skip” Kitchen II ‘72
Shannon and Kris Kline
Lee and Mari Anne Kornick
Edwin E. Lenhardt
Patrick M. Lepper
Adam Liesman
William and Sarajane Mareotte
Benjamin and Olivia Massena
Edmund and Julia Moore
Douglas and Laurie Muck
Robert A. Musick
Robert F. and Lynne Neal
Ashleigh ‘07 and Ethan Neitzel
Jeffrey C. ’89 and Sheila Nelson
Gene ’80 and Renee Newton
Robert S. Nickrent
Carlos Panlilio
Tim Parrish
Donald P. Peasley
Marcia Warner
Amber and Rick Weekly
Mary Jo and Kenneth Werth
Kirk D. and Angela L. Whiteman
Carol and Loren Wilson
Earl L. Wilson
Crystal ‘00 and Lewis Wurth
Martin and Robyn Yarche
Erik Young
Abe Lincoln Appraisal Service
Abraham Lincoln Memorial Hospital
Alley-Bi Saloon, Inc.
American Water
Bank of Springfield
Blue Dog Inn
Bock & Associates
Carpet Weavers
CECU - Lincoln Branch
Chicago Street Rentals
Commerce Bank
CDEF
Coulter Companies, Inc.
COUNTRY Financial
Eaton Corporation
ENTEC Services, Inc.
Farnsworth Group, Inc.
FGB Entertainment, Inc. dba Elegant Limousines, Inc.
Graue Inc.
Hampton Inn
Integrity Data
J.M. Abbott & Associates, LTD
Jake’s Used Furnishings
Leesman Tiling
Lincoln Police Department Drug and Alcohol Prevention
Lincoln Printers
Lincoln-Logan County Chamber of Commerce
McLeod Express, LLC
MJ Kelner Food Service
Monsanto Company
Muck and Muck
NAPA Auto Parts
Pacesetter Financial Group, LLC
Parkway Auto Laundry
Peerless Cleaners, Inc.
Robert’s/Sysco Foods Services, Inc.
Rio Grande
Robert’s/Sysco Foods Services, Inc.
State Bank of Lincoln
Stuart Solutions
Stuffed-Aria Pizza
Town and Country Bank - Lincoln
Trinity Episcopal Church

SPECIAL EVENT SPONSORS

2014 Golf Outing for Scholarship
Bernard E. ‘48 and Anastasia Behrends
C. Michael and Helen Bennis
Stephen R. Block
Rick and Jan Samuels
Abe Lincoln Appraisal Service
Abraham Lincoln Memorial Hospital
Alley-Bi Saloon, Inc.
American Water
Blue Dog Inn
Bock & Associates
COUNTRY Financial
Cross Brothers Implement
Farnsworth Group, Inc.
FGB Entertainment, Inc. dba Elegant Limousines, Inc.
McLeod Express, LLC
McLeod Express, LLC
Pacesetter Financial Group, LLC
Peerless Cleaners, Inc.
Rio Grande
Robert’s/Sysco Foods Services, Inc.
State Bank of Lincoln
Stuart Solutions
Stuffed-Aria Pizza
Taylor-Made Construction
Town and Country Bank - Lincoln

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIPS (NORMAL CAMPUS)

ABE Presidential Annual Scholarship
John and Barb Blackburn
Midwest College of Cosmetology
Scholarship Fund
Elizabeth H. Doxsie
Robert S. Shaffer ’82
Diane and Robert Stephenson
David Davis Scholarship Fund
John and Joan Hill
Faculty-Staff Annual Scholarship (Normal Campus)
James and Denise Davis
Jennifer M. Fiorini ’13
Joseph and Amanda Hendrix
Charo Triplett Memorial Scholarship Fund
Mary and Stephen Adams
Jeffrey and Stephanie Kratz

2014 Grand Soirée
Jo Gehlbach
William E. ’43 and R. Jean ’47 Gossett
Susan R. Hoblit ’83 and Larry Collins
Frontier Communications
Keystone Risk Management, Inc.
Prairie Engineers of Illinois
Robert’s/Sysco Foods Services, Inc.
Samuels, Miller, Schroeder, Jackson & Sly
Town and Country Bank - Lincoln

2015 Martin Luther King Jr. Scholarship Breakfast
John and Frankie Guzzardo
Les and Gretchen Plotner
Joseph L. ’59 and Carol A. Runyon
City of Lincoln
Eaton Corporation
Rick Hamm State Farm Insurance Agency
Harris-Hodnett Agency, Inc.
Hartsburg State Bank
Integrity Data
Lincoln Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Lincoln Police Department Drug and Alcohol Prevention
Regions Bank
State Bank of Lincoln
Town and Country Bank - Lincoln
Roger Webster Construction, Inc.

Honor Roll of Donors
Attention Parents! If the address lists someone who no longer lives with you, please send your student's correct address to: Lincoln College - Office of Alumni Relations, 300 Keokuk Street, Lincoln, IL 62656 or e-mail alumni@lincolncollege.edu

SPECIAL EVENTS

Lincoln Heritage Museum Special Exhibits
open January through December 2015
“Now He Belongs to the Ages”
“Lincoln College: Embracing our Past, Empowering our Future”

Spring Play: Antigone
Hostick Theater
April 15-19

Alumni Reunion Weekend
April 24-25
See pages 12-14 for details and registration information

Classics at Creekside Concert
April 26
Creekside Environmental Center

Commencement
Jack D. Nutt Arena, Lincoln Center
May 9
Combined commencement Lincoln and Normal campuses
Guest speaker: Gov. Bruce Rauner

Cubs/Cards Baseball
Busch Stadium, St. Louis, Mo.
June 27

Golf Outing for Scholarship
Lincoln Elks Country Club
July 31

Lincoln Heritage Museum Grand Soirée
Jack D. Nutt Arena, Lincoln Center
September 26

Lincoln Colloquium
Lincoln Center
October 2-3

Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet & Homecoming
November 6-7

Event information is posted as available on the Lincoln College Events Calendar at http://lincolncollege.edu/lc-events/month/